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FLEXI 10 FAMILY OF PRODUCTS

FlexiSIGN-PRO™ The SAi flagship product offers the total 
solution for any sign making business. With genuine Adobe® 
PostScript® 3 RIP engine, ICC profile support and built-in direct 
drivers, FlexiSIGN-PRO offers a complete set of design, cutting, 
RIPing and printing tools for maximum productivity.

FlexiEXPERT™ The package for the professional sign maker 
who requires advanced vinyl cutting and bitmap editing tools, 
without color-printing output. FlexiEXPERT includes full design, 
text serialization and color tracing features, as well as job 
estimating for accurate project management and design templates 
for faster production.

FlexiSIGN™ The mid-level Sign Making package provides 
exceptional tools to produce high-quality signage without a large 
initial investment. In addition to design, vinyl cutting, scanning and 
tracing capabilities, FlexiSIGN also includes Job Statistics and Text 
Styles for enhanced performance.

FlexiLETTER™ The entry-level layout and cutting package 
features file import/export, full text manipulation and direct drivers 
for the industry’s most popular vinyl cutters.

FlexiDESIGNER™ The design program you can use as a second, 
design-only station. Get all the design, layout and image editing 
features of FlexiSIGN-PRO, as well as file preparation for output on 
another Flexi Family station, without the full price investment.
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DesignCentral Interactive Window

DesignEditor Interactive Window

Fill / Stroke Interactive Window

Workspace Profiles

Import & Export Standard File Formats

SO Diffusion

Ink Estimation

True Shape Nesting

Send To EnRoute

TrueType and Type 1 Font Support

AutoTrace Vectorization

ColorTrace Vectorization

The Bad Wrap Support

Customizable Split Lines

Job Estimation with Estimation Editor

Templates with Template Editor

Individual Nesting per Vinyl Color

Graphic / Text Styles

Gradients - Spot Color, RGB, CMYK

Smooth Shadows

Underbase / Finisher

Adobe® Plug In Filter Support

Smooth Screen Display

Mask/Unmask

ICC Profile Creation

Utilize 3rd Party Output Profiles

Select by Attribute

Desktop Printing Output

Cutting Output

Adobe® PostScript® 3

PlusPRINT

Nest Contour Jobs in Production Manager
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NEW FEATURES IN FLEXI 10FlexiFAMILY 10 Sets A New 
Industry Standard with robust new 

features geared toward maximizing production, all while 

striving to create a sustainable future. Flexi excels as a one-stop 

software solution with a wealth of industry-specific design tools,  

thousands of drivers to run cutters, printers and hybrids, all 

wrapped in an intuitive, easy-to-use interface. FlexiFAMILY 10… 

the leading software for sign making!

CURRENT FEATURES IN FLEXI 10

IMPROVED FLEXI 10 FEATURES

Send Thumbnail to SignTracker
Embrace a smooth and productive workflow 

by sending a thumbnail of your job directly to 

SignTracker without ever leaving Flexi.

Ink Estimation
Even the most seasoned print shops will find that 

Flexi’s Ink Estimation feature is an incredibly useful 

tool that helps calculate the true cost of any print 

job. Gain a better understanding of your production 

to make more informed decisions about upcoming 

expenses, incoming jobs and daily workflow with 

the Ink Estimation tool.

Nest Contour Cut Jobs Added to 
Production Manager
Now that you can add contour jobs to Production 

Manager, never again struggle with outputting 

contour cut jobs on a virtual hybrid setup, contour 

cut jobs designed in 3rd party applications, or files 

that already include contour cut lines. Nest contour 

jobs in Production Manager for the most efficient 

use of your device and media.

Smooth Shadow
Add softer and smoother shadows to your text or 

objects with the new advanced shadow feature. 

Bad Wrap Support
Design your Bad Wrap™ vehicle wraps right in Flexi! 

Flexi now supports designing in layers for full-sized 

Bad Wrap templates.

Add Jobs with Multiple Contour 
Cut Paths to Production Manager
Take advantage of Flexi’s Multiple Contour 

Paths feature, even while designing in 3rd party 

applications. Now you can add a job directly to 

Production Manager and specify a different action 

for each contour. This new streamlined method of 

adding jobs will simplify your workflow and boost 

productivity.

Link PDF
Retain a PDF’s objects, effects and color properties 

as originally designed, while keeping the ability to 

create contour paths and add objects and text. 

Color Nesting
When a vinyl job calls for more than one color, Flexi 

will nest each color separately to maximize media 

savings and minimize production time.

Add and Move Split Lines
Add or adjust split lines exactly where you need 

them for easy and effortless weeding.

Recycled Packaging
Our commitment to reducing our environmental 

impact and creating a sustainable environment is 

underlined by our use of recycled packaging with 

eco-solvent inks.

Print & Cut just got easier! The improved Make Transparent feature now works for all color 

modes including CMYK, RGB, Black & White and Grayscale.

Enhancements in the Optimized Cutting Order feature, further reduces the back and forth 

movement of the media.

SO Diffusion
SAi’s newest dithering technology eliminates banding to produce 

the smoothest gradients and most vibrant, accurate output of any 

other diffusion method. Processing speeds are highly competitive. 

SO Diffusion is nearly as fast as FMXpress while yielding higher 

quality output.

Multiple Contour Paths
Create multiple contour paths, customize your own contour path 

style, and assign different colors to each path. You can also adjust 

different settings for each contour in the Contour tab of the RIP & 

Print dialog.

Send to VersaWorks
Flexi seamlessly integrates with VersaWorks to boost your 

productivity! It’s a snap to send your design from Flexi directly into 

your VersaWorks jobs queue. Easily create a device setup and send 

to VersaWorks.

Ink Estimation

Smooth Shadow

Gradients, fills and strokes are 
defined with ease through 
Flexi’s Fill/Stroke Editor

DesignCentral is the heart of 
Flexi’s interactive menu system

Easily navigate between 
objects, groups and layers 
with DesignEditor.
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